
  

awaken peptide
eye gel
description

Firming, hydrating eye gel helps minimize the appearance of puffiness  
and fine lines.

key benefits

  • Visibly firms and smooths skin texture 

 • Minimizes the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles 

 • Reduces the appearance of puffiness around the eye area

key ingredients

 •  Palmitoyl Tetrapeptide, Diosmin and Forskolin create a highly active 
blend of peptides that help to reduce the appearance of puffy eyes. 

 •  Rosemary Leaf Extract, Chrysin and Peptide are combined to create 
another highly active blend that soothes the skin, helping to reduce the 
appearance of puffy eyes.

 •  Diosmin, like caffeine’s antioxidant properties, can help minimize the 
appearance of puffiness around the eyes. 

 •  Bioengineered Succinic Acid is inspired by a beneficial bacterium 
discovered beneath a Swiss glacier; this active helps minimize the 
appearance of fine lines and wrinkles while supporting more radiant,  
healthy-looking skin.

 •  Voandzeia Subterranea Seed Extract derived from Bambara Pea 
minimizes the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles while leaving skin 
smoother and more luminous.

 •  Jojoba Ester presents a very similar structure to skin’s natural lipids. This 
provides greater substantivity to the skin, which promotes hydration, barrier 
recovery and overall skin resilience. 

how to use it
 Apply under the eye and along the orbital bone. Keep out of eyes.  

product system

 Daily Skin Health

what it goes best with

 Age Reversal Eye Complex

 Special Cleansing Gel 

fact sheet
estimated number of uses
 0.5 oz / 15 mL: 167 uses

MSRP (USD):
 $56.00

item code and UPC
 111449 
 666151112698

product dimensions  
(including carton) – l x w x h: 
 5.60 x 7.25 x 5.00 in.
 142.24 x  184.15 x 127.00 mm



Can you layer Awaken Peptide Eye Gel with other Dermalogica products?
Awaken Peptide Eye Gel can be integrated into any existing Dermalogica regimen. Simply switch out your current  
eye treatment for Awaken Peptide Eye Gel in the morning and continue with your existing regimen.

Can you layer an SPF on top for UV protection?
Gently tap on a pea-sized amount around the eyes and wait for it to absorb, about 1 minute. Follow with a thin layer  
of Invisible Physical Defense SPF 30 by patting around the entire eye area, blending inward from the outer corner.

Can my clients wear this product with make-up?
This fast-absorbing formula is easily paired with your favorite concealer. Gently apply a pea-sized amount, wait for it  
to absorb, then follow with a thin layer of concealer.

What makes this product different from Stress Positive Eye Lift?
Stress Positive Eye Lift is a revitalizing eye gel-cream masque, best for weekly treatments. It employs an active, cooling  
gel-cream to hydrate and brighten the undereyes, reducing visible signs of stress like dark circles. Awaken Peptide Eye Gel 
is a daily treatment that helps to reduce the appearance of eye puffiness and fine lines, with further improvement over time.

frequently asked questions


